The isogeny class of a CM-type abelian variety is defined over a finite extension of the prime field  by Oort, Frans
YCLASSQFACM-TYPEABELIAN VARIETY 
ERAFIN~TEEXTENSiONOFTHEPR1MEFIELD 
0. introduction 
The result mentioned in the title is well known in characteristic zero (and in 
characteristic p the conveTsc3 was proved by Tate, cf. [ 15 ] and Remark 1.4 below). 
Crothendieck completed the theory by proving the result above in characteristic 
p # 0; unfortunately his proof is not to be found in the literature. We take the liber- 
ty of giving (a modit’cation 00 his proof in this paper. 
I thank P. Deligne for <ommunicating to me the essential’; needed for this proof. 
1. Statement of the result 
I. 1. Theorem. Let A be an abelian vuriety which admits sufficient/y many complex 
multiplicutions. Then there exists an abslirtrt wrkty B defined over a finite extension 
of the prime field ufa field (If definition frfr A, and an isogeri?* between A and B 
(herrce B is def -ined over a firrite field or over an algebraic number field). 
1.2. Remark on terminologya Let A be an AV (abelian variety) over a field K. We say 
A admits smCM (sufficiently many complex multiplications) (over L) if there exists 
a field extension L 3 K such that A q~ K L is L-isogenous to a product At X . ..XA. of 
L-simple abelian varieties and 
Fi4 EndL(Ai) ~9 ZQ, IFi : QJ = 2 dim Ai, 
where each F, is a field, 1 6 i G n. We say that an abelian variety A over a Geld K and 
an abelian variety B over a field k are isogenous if there exist a field L containing K 
and k (thus in particular char(K) = char(k)) and rn L-isogeny between A QP K L and 
B dp k L (the notion of L-isogeny is an equivalence relation for abelian varieties), i.e., 
l The University of Aarhus is gratefully acknowledged for hospitality and stimulating working 
atmosphere, 
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if there exists a homomurphism 
1.4. Remark. The theorem in charactcrtstic zero (l.c. 1 .S(a.2)) IS well known, cf. 
[ 13, 1 2.4, Propc)sition 261 (hut note that 1.3(3.2! is weaker than the referen&. For 
elliptic: curves (1.3(a. t i) it can be found in 11. pp. 218. 2201. The counter-cxantpie 
mentioned in 1.3(b) is well known, but as there seems to be no reference for it, in 
Section 3 we give its construction. The theorem in the case of char(K) = p # 0 was 
announced lwithout proof) tz~ 17, pp . X0(22 I] ; below we give a proof of Theorem 
1.1 conveniently adopted so that the rustriction on the characteristic an be removed 
(thus obtaining also an algebraic proof ir, characteristic tero). 
Note that in characteristic p # 0 the tiortverse of the theorem holds, as follows 
directly from results by Tats: an AV de” .A over a finite field (and hence every AV 
Isrjgenous to it} has smCM: i “:’ cA be 3 k4mple AV. k a finite field, E’ = End&l ). 
The centre of F .Q = E G z Q equals Q$t ), where n4 is the (geomct ric ) t-rohenius of 
A over k (cf. 1 i 5, Theorem La]), and the characteristic polynomial of nJ4 (over 2) 
which has degree Zg, g = dim A , is the dth power of the minimal polynomial (of de- 
gree c) of rA over Q, where & = [EQ:Q(q )J ; cf. [ 15, Theorem 1 .a]. Let 
Q(Q i C F C E‘Q be a maxiinal subfield. Then [r”‘: Q( n4 )I = LI, as follows immediately 
from the thcary of simple algebras. Th;n 
[F:Qi= fF:Q(n,)]~(Qf~i~):Ql=d*c~rT~. 
Thus by Tate and Grothendieck we know that an AV in characteristtc p % 0 admits 
s~~CM if and only if it is isogenuus with an AV which can be defined over a finite 
field. 
2. Proof af the theorem 
2.1. Lemma. Le2 J 64 un 
NW we arc going tc) prove the theorem. We can ~SSWIC that 4 is defined over A’, 
where K is a field of tbite generation (and in particular of finite transcendence de- 
gree j over its prime field. If K is algebraic over the prime Geld, we arc drone; thus we 
can assume (indu&ln hypothcsisj that the thccrrcm is proved for all abelian varieties 
defirxd ow a t‘lsld with transc’enderace d gree less than tr.deg.K (transcendence de- 
gree taken over P, the prime field of’K) (mid it s~?‘t”r~es to prove the induction step be- 
c’m~se istqeny is a transiiive rebtion). We c’an &CKXX a subfield k C AI’:. and make a&- 
hr;iic WOI necessarily finite) extensions of &I and uf K (using Lenwu 2.2) so that we 
rirrive at the following s,ltuatgon (the extended Gelds arc’ again denoted by k and by A’, 
K ts ‘Y rtcly generated over k, this will he us4 in the last step): 
birsr stcy. J 1s an AV over a tlicld K. t r.deg.K is finite. k C A’ is 3 sul~tleld. 
(:r.deg.k) + 1 = tr.dq.k, k is the perfecti &surc of a Geld of finite generation over 
its prime field, k is algebraicaNy closed in K’, the field K hss a discrete k-valuation 
with residue class t’reld iF:, there exists a prime number f with t # char(K), and 
I > 2g + 1 (where g = dim CQ j, and al! I-torsbn points of ,4 are rational over K, i.e. 
K = &+4 ); moreover 81 has Y&M over K. We claim: 
I.c.. p is the i-adic representation of the Galois group into the corresponding Tate- 
group 0f A. 
Proof. In order to prove the first step, we arc going to detirne ;tnd c(:nstruct the f& 
lo* ing 
C‘ a complete, smcloth algebraic curve over k, k(C) =‘K; L_ : -K * k’, and 
I): = c‘ R kS, hence I, = F(D); S : - Jac(C), a Gal(P/k)-module H,(D)/ (written as 
multiplicative group), and an isomorphism i : T&J) z HI (D)i of (.;al(kS/k)-modules. 
Note that CYk) + 0. 
In f~, as k is perfect and algebraically closed in K, the extension k C K is regular 
(cf. e.g. 13, p. 50, Theorem 2 11, and there exists a complete, normal algebraic curve 
C :Bvcr k whose function field k(C) equals K; then I) : = C cg kS is irreducible and non- 
~fngular (hence C‘ is smooth ), and K - kJ = kW3. Let J be the AV which is the Ja- 
N~INI vartcty of C’, together with a k-morphism C-4 (cf. [3, X.61. or use 1 1 1, 
(‘11. VI. plus ;? descent argument tu show that the morphism is defined over k; here 
WC’ use 4’(k) Je: 0). I‘he set of discrete valuations on 1. = K kS = kW) which are 
~rv~al on kS is identified with D(ks ), the set atf closed points of D. C’onsider Lnrahl, 
the union of all sq~rable algebraic extensions L’ 3 I, which are abelian, of degree 
;I power of I and unramified at all ~1 E D(ks); we write 
is 3 ~rnrnulafii~ group (cf. [ 12, p. 502. Qr0llary 2 to Theorem 5 1 b: in particular. 
pNXKVCks )I is commutativP_ AS A has srnCM over k’, and because k’ = K(,A) and 
I > 2g + 1. we know thar A has good reduction at every valuation with residue charac- 
terlstic different from /(cf. 1 lC, Theorem 2. I ] ); in particular. A has good reduction 
at all u f Dt A-F) (because char(k) # I); thus TI.4 i,s unrarnified at all u E D(kS). More- 
(Iver, the composite map 
Cal(&K) -e---+ Aut( T,/I ) ------+ Aut(( T~A/iT~.A ) = pt(K)) 
is triMaL hence p factors through a pro-l-group. Putting these facts together. we obtain 
3 f3c t orizat ion 
c;aI( KS/j(ks ) ‘C,,__.-_._ ___. ,___.._.-. __I_* cal(KS/K) 
1 
I I P 
CalU&&‘L) = l-f,(D), ---f! - --+ Aut(Tpl) 
(which again we denote by p). 
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Consider the following diagram : 
where the upper horizontal row is an exact sequence of group schemes defined by 
multiplication by 11 on J, and the square is Cartesian, i.e. “C’ = C XJ J. We assume 
that rt = I’ for some integer i, thus (Xn) is a separable isogeny. We obtain a homo- 
morphism 
$ : (,J)(k:) -+ Autfk’(“C)/@(C)), 
as the first group operates via translations in J OII the covering “C + C. The Weil 
Lang -Serre class field theory yields: 
rhc lirn i t 
lir+n(i,) = : i : Tp) -+ H, (D)! 
tdkan rwer 11 = 1, I’, .._ is an iwmq~hism 
(by [ 11, VI. 11, Proposition 101 it follows that “C @ ks is irreducible, and apply (1 I, 
VI. 12. sosollary on page 128 ] ). 
Let a E Gal(ks/k) % Gal(KkS/K), choose !I E Gal(KS,‘A ) with 6 IA’ks = U, and for 
any~~EM,C).~ =x(Lnrabl, x E Gal(P/Kk-), we define 
rP : = bdILmb, 
(i.e., Gal(k’/k) acts through inner conjugation on this abelian quotient of Gal(KS 
clearly the dei’nition does not depend 01: the choices of h and x). As J is an AV ow 
k, the group T/J is equ&ped with a natural action of Gal(kS/k). 
I 
Claim : These two actions on Tl(J) ~lnd H 1 (Djl are the same trrtder i, i. t). 
i(f) = (izja. z E T/(J), a E Gal(ks/k). 
hwf. z E 7’$ defines z, E ,, J(ks), and i&,,) is defined 3s follows: for f E i?f”l?‘l, 
PE “qks), 
As Ck J is defined over k, the Gaiois actions on P f “C( hs) and on PE J(k? c’an be 
identifjed, and the claint follows by writing out ((i,,(zfl ))(f))(P). 
With respect to J and k, clrouse a = u E Gal(p/k) as in Lemma 2.1, md consider 
multiplication by II 1 in the additive group 
X(a --.. 1) : ?jJ + TI J. 
Because a has no eigenvalues equal to 1 (cf. Lemma 2.1). (X(a t 0 
morphism. henie (TjS)lb 1 )( T/J) is finite. Note that for any b E Ca.l(Ks/K) with 
h I AX’ = ti WC have: 
Bccairst2 p( G31(KSjKf~ is commutative, p(bxO x-* ) = 1, i.e. 
p(i(cr .- l,(r,J),) = ‘,l j. 
Btxausc T,(J) is a finite-dimensional vector space over Q1, this implies that 
p(GalKS;:hkS )) = p!(H, (D)),) 
Thus WC ~an replace k’ by a tlnite scpsrable eXtensic)n (and replace k by 11s dgc- 
brai< k’lr15urc in the new K ) in oilft‘r to arrive at the: 
(et’. 14, VIILJ]), i.e. this is an AV over k, plus a K-homomorphism 
such that I has a fitde kwtael (i.e. r is an isogcny onto an abehan subvariety of/l ) 
;rnd such that the pair Ir;f?, I) ha% a certain universal property (cf. 14, p. 213) with 
I = T): we want to show that I is epimorphic. Note that the extension k C: K is regu- 
13~ hence 
(cf. 14, p. 2 15, hollary I] ), and because K is finitely generated over k, the same 
holds for t : = Kks over As. Hence we can apply the Lang N&on generalization of 
that !Uordebl Weil theorem, thus con&ding: 
3. Some remarks 
and an isomorphism of 3naly tic spxes 
.4 ?f Cqr. 
. 
T= 2 l tT1 f . . . + z * $ t z l UL + . . . + z l u , 
s 
where Y, is the base vector (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0). 1 < i < g, d cc In c3se. 1 113s SIKM. 
we con&de that the ciementsq , . . . . a,f are algebraic numbers, and because slgebrail: 
and analytic msrphisms correspond bijectiveiy for c‘ompxt algebraic mamf~ids, thftrc’ 
are countably many isomorphism classes of AV (of dimension R) admitting smCM 
over c. 
H’hClC .-I ,J IS the coarse rwduli schme over Q of AV with a polarl/~tion of degree 
J’ (cf. 61. p. W, Theorem 7.10)). lfg> 1, then dim (,4& 3 I, and if we assume 
that the field Q(IN(A, M) has positive transcendence dcgrtk cover Q, and that A has 
smCM over C, WC conclude that there exist uncountably many points in ‘4, J C) bc- 
Ir~@ng to AV with SXICM. As the number c~f polarizations over a given AV’ is count- 
ahlc (e.g. use [ 7, p. 178, Corollary 1 1. with X = 4 and k’= dual of A j, we arrive at a 
c’c~rltradlction, thus proving that Q(mC.4. M)) is algebraic over Q. As 14 can bc dc- 
fined over an algebraic extension of this field, B ..3( a.2) is proved again. (The idea ot 
fhs proof in c’asc p = 1 e.g. can be found on [ 14, p. 108, lines 9 --- 141.) 
equals the kernel of mult~lication by pD as both have degree pz and_ both are lt~;al 
group schemes. Thus A(l) ) and ii are isomorphic over K, thus j(A’J’*)) = (J.4 )r = 
it.4 ). and he ncc A can be defined over the field with p2 elements. 
Now suppose ,A(k) c Z/p. and suppose .4 has smCM over K (the “singular cast”). 
Denote by ,4(p) the group of all puirti: ’ .-. $R) with order a power of y. The repre- 
scnfafion 
is injective (A@) is dense in A), so E is commutative, and the quadratic extension 
F -f Ea cd Q is split at p. Thus there exist ideals I, J C E with 
I-J=(p), Nm(/) = p = Nnr(J). 
kause E is an order in F, and because the class number of I: is fmite, there exists an 
inwger m a I so that P = (cl) and P f: (6) are principal ideals in E, and 
a l h=pm, 4, b E E, Nm(o) = pm = Nm(b). 
Suppose f(f) contains I E Zp . Then 
Ker(a : A +A)= Ker(F”‘:, 1 -Am), 
hence jL4 ) belongs to t&e field with p elements, and we conclude as above (also cf. 
17. pp. 217-220)). 
3.3. Extszmple (proof of I .3(b)). Let k be a field, char(k) = p1 let B be an AV over k 
A, : = Bjlmageli + rj : al, -+ H). 
Then A f is an AV over K, isogenous with B, hence A, has smCM. 
P’RH# If A, cm be defined over k, then the morphism B + A, is detined over k 
Cd. Lemma 2.2); thus the image of i + tj is a k-subgroup scheme of B. As i-and i are 
linearly independent over k, this cont.radicts t @it’, thus t is transcendental over k. 
3.4. &cwf of 1 J(a.2 j arid (a.3). These results follow from the proof of the theorem, 
because of properties of the K/k-trace of A : the homomorphism t : B B>& II’ --, A is 
purely inseparable. with B = s,,(A), if k C K is a regular extension (cf. (4, p. Z 16, 
Corollary I!]). 
These results also follow directly from the following statement: 
Suppose either char(k) = 0. w char(k) = p St 0, and I,B(k) 13 pR_“, wh:w B is a 
g-dimensional A V over k. 77~1 any finite K-subgroup scheme N offI. whtw K 
is o k-subgmup scheme of S. 
In case char(k) = 0 this is clear: any finite subgroup scheme of!3 is redue‘ed, 
herxe becomes constant over %. Suppose char(k) = y # 0. assume K perfect. and let 
where NC is an &ale K-group scheme, NQE is a !ocal K-grou 
and NQe is local with duai etale. The K-group scheme N, is constru\t ov x k. bmx 
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